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Remarkable gene regulations in the HGF 
and IL-6 treatment of hepatocyte cultures
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Hebenstreit et al.: RNA sequencing reveals two major classes of gene 
expression levels in metazoan cells. Mol. Syst. Biol. 2011, 7,

Expression values



Ddc:
dopa decarboxylase
5-Hydroxy-L-tryptophan decarboxy-lyase

Slc22a1:
organic cation transporter (Serotonin)

Tph:
LTryptophan tetrahydrobiopterin:oxygen 

oxidoreductase (5-hydroxylating)



Products reported 
for mice:

3-Hydroxytyramine
Dopamine
Serotonin
5-Hydroxytryptamine
Tryptamine
Phenylethylamine
Tyramine

Acceleration of down-regulation
Adding synergy of treatments



Ethanol degradation



Ethanol degradation, gene Adh1

Blocked up-regulation by treatment
Adding effect of treatments



Ethanol degradation, gene Aldh1

Treatment regulates down (IL6 more) 
Synergy of treatments





Treatment regulates down (HGF more) 
Subadditive effect of treatments



Treatment regulates down (HGF more) 
Subadditive effect of treatments



Treatment accelerates/enhances down- 
regulation



Treatment accelerates down-regulation
HGF much stronger
Median of effects (late)



Aminoadipate-semialdehyde synthase
N6-(L-1,3-Dicarboxypropyl)-L- 

lysine:NADP+ oxidoreductase

Treatment accelerates and enhances
HGF stronger
Median of effects (early)
Adding of treatment effect (late)



cationic amino acid transporter, y+ 
systemTreatment accelerates and enhances

HGF stronger
Anti-synergy (early)
Adding effect (late)



Treatment accelerates and enhances
Super-additive synergy (late)



Mitochondrial dicarboxylate carrier

Treatment accelerates
HGF stronger
HGF dominant



HGF down-regulates, enhances final 
plummet
IL6 up-regulates, blocks final plummet
IL6 dominant



Types of treatment effect

Effect of a single 
treatment
−plain regulation
−acceleration
−block of development

Combined effect of 
treatments

−
 

additive in regulation
−

 
additive in acceleration

−
 

synergistic
−

 
anti-synergistic (factors 
block each other)

−
 

median of diverging 
effects

−
 

dominance of one
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